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WHY IS THE EXHIBITION CALLED 07767846475? 

This group show is taking place in the center of a major modern city that relies 
on networks of communication to function. Humans rely on communication to 
function and art facilitates that.  This show is intended to be communicative, 
articulating the dispositions of the artists but also acting as a hub for young 
people to meet others who share creative interests.  

All the participants are under the age of 21. Mobile phones have co-existed 
with all of them since they were born and have informed their life experience. 

Also where else have you seen an event that was called a phone number? It 
stands out. 

DAN HOTZ 

On the back of the success of his debut exhibition “MAIDENHEAD” (Church 
Street Gallery, London August 2017) photographer Dan Hotz presents two new 
series of prints. These mark a departure from his previous focus on the 
Brutalist architectural forms of the London city-scape. 

Series 1 - Hyde Park 420 
Images depicting the diversity of groups attracted by an opportunity to flout the 
law. The state of modern mass disobedience. 

Series 2 - Stills from a Yung Lean performance Summer 2017  
One of internet rap’s most colourful personalities, stripped of a viral facade and 
presented in grainy human detail.  

“I am a photographer based in London, studying at the University of Edinburgh. 
I have been shooting and experimenting with different forms of photography 
including film and digital for a while but I only have recently developed a strong 
affection for shooting with an Olympus Xa1, it’s very immediate.” 



TOBI ONAFEKO 

Influenced by geometric abstraction, Russian Constructivism,  and his 
architectural studies more broadly Tobi Onafeko’s “Circular Controlled Chaotic 
Compositions” are violent and contained.  

“The process for my paintings usually starts the same as I attempt to create 
complex collages of intersecting lines. These lines tend to create geometric 
shapes when they intersect with circles. These control the complexity/intensity 
of the composition in a confined area on the canvas.” 

The variety of media used in the creation of these geometric abstractions gives 
each work subtle tonal qualities. The overall effect has been described as 
mesmerising as the intricate 3D complexity of every artwork constantly draws 
the viewer’s attention in multiple directions. 

07767846475 marks the first public exhibition of works of this kind by Tobi 
Onafeko 

NIKA WEBSTER 

Nika Webster’s artworks attempt to consolidate understanding between a 
range of cultures, in real terms. Exploring the aesthetics of language and its 
relation to physical forms, she has been informed by her experiences living in 
various different multi-cultural urban environments, her study of modern 
languages and bilingual upbringing. 

“At the age of 13 I found out that Chinese wasn’t just a language I could learn 
to speak, but also draw. Along with language, art also plays a major role in my 
life. The two have been always naturally linked for me and I end up mixing the 
two in almost every piece.” 

Webster’s ink drawings for the 07767846475 exhibition depict an ideal 
metropolis where classical and modern aspects, originating in a range of 
different cultures, are seamlessly integrated. 

The acute anxiety that translation technology presents for modern linguists is 
recognised by Webster but dismissed. 
“Translating a language word for word will never allow you to immerse yourself 
fully within another culture … you have to learn the two side-by-side” 



KIT MARFLEET 

Photographic and video artist Kit Marfleet captures the man-made structures 
that form our familiar external reality in a way that draws attention to unfamiliar 
and the unnoticed aspects. 

“I like to stay within familiar surroundings - places I know well and things I see 
often. I keep my clips short and without audio to direct attention to the 
camera’s subject. In that way I prefer using analogue and pre-digital equipment 
because there’s more influence on raw image and less on post-processing and 
special features” 

Inspired by the work of Richard Serra and Bruce Nauman Marfleet presents 
two video installations compiled from video footage of Edinburgh, London and 
the Isle of Wight shot over the last year. 

KOME ELEYAE 

Heavily influenced by atmospheric film scores and a diverse array of musicians 
including Roy Ayers, Quincy Jones, Slum Village and Tchaikovsky, Kome 
Eleyae’s output is dominated by bold narratives and strong personalities. 

19 years old and from London, Eleyae has produced artworks in a number of 
different genres and mediums working with ceramics, paint, printmaking and 
writing poetry. 

“Sustained injuries to my shoulders and subsequent operations over the past 
three years limited the mobility in my arms, as well the work I could produce. 
So, I decided to really focus on painting with acrylic as it was so accessible and 
something I had never excelled in or particularly enjoyed at school. Since the 
summer of 2016 I have been working in paint to capture a wide range of people 
from my friends and family to various icons and personal heroes. I try to say 
something about them through my manipulation and exploration of bright 
colours and traditional Nigerian fabrics; Hopefully developing a distinct and 
bold style of my own and saying something about my Black/British experience 
in the process.” 

For 07767846475 Eleyae contributes a number of striking and moody portraits 
in Impasto style along with his debut collection of textile designs inspired by 
the works of Yinka Shonibare, and Chris Ofili. 



SEB GENTRY 

Exposed to the cultural products of Japan and Africa from a young age by his 
mother, a Japanologist from Belgium, and his father, who grew up in South 
Africa. The composed fantasy of Japanese art and the vibrance of African 
culture has heavily informed Gentry’s interest in Psychedelia and Surrealism.  

“Inspired by the trippy illusions and surreal landscapes of Leif Podhajsky and 
Salvador Dali I began designing psychedelic album artworks for a friend’s EP 
using original photo distortion and vivid colour play. Exploring the mind’s ability 
to manipulate the perception of reality, I later revisited and refined a style of 
doodling I would do absent-mindedly in classes at school, focussing on layered 
drawings that used misleading depth and recurring fractals to trick the eye.” 

Realisation of fantasy from the mundane is a recurring theme throughout 
Gentry’s contributions to 07767846475.  

WAMI ALUKO 

20-year-old Nigerian photographer, stylist, art-director and filmmaker Wami 
Aluko refers to herself as a “Visual Story-Teller”. A student of economics and 
philosophy her conceptual art is informed by the cultural structures that link 
people in society. Music plays an important role in understanding much of 
Aluko’s output. 

The artist cites the general lack of BME representation in the mainstream 
media and more specifically the lack of representation of Nigerian people as a 
motivation to create.  

“I use the phrase , ‘unity admits diversity’ a lot , as I feel individuality is 
something that should be celebrated and embraced in society. That is why one 
of my aims as a creative is to expand people’s limited view on Nigerians and 
black people in general.” 

For 07767846475 Aluko’s series “ADE” (“crown” in Yoruba) will be on display 
alongside other works. Inspired by the unapologetic passion of progressive 
Nigerian feminist activist Funmilayo Kuti as well as the energy of Fela Kuti’s 
music, “ADE”, like most of the artist’s photographic output, is vivid and 
expressive. 

“I wanted the shoot to be colourful, free and lively. I chose the models 
accordingly, and also made sure that the women were of varied skin tones. 
Encompassing so many things I love, I think this is one of my favourite shoots 
to date.”


